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The KIOS Research
Center
The KIOS Research Cen
ter for Intelligent Sys
tems and Networks was
established in 2008
within the University of
Cyprus and is in its third
year of operation. The
Center is now a leading
research center in Cy
prus with strong inter
national standing.
KIOS delivers cutting
edge, interdisciplinary
research in intelligent
monitoring, optimiza
tion, and management
of complex, safety
critical systems.
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The Center currently
employs more than 60
researchers funded by
38 external research
projects.
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State of the Center

Message from the Rector
Dear reader,
Research constitutes a powerful engine for sustainable economic and labor market
growth, and is a driver for improved quality of life. Research can also contribute signif‐
icantly towards tackling major societal challenges, such as environmental sustainabili‐
ty, energy and resource scarcity, health and ageing.
The University of Cyprus (UCY), since its establishment in 1989, is considered a pio‐
neer research institution in Cyprus and a center of scientific excellence in the wider
Euro ‐ Mediterranean region. As a modern university, with international standing, it invests in a wide
range of expert research personnel, and high‐quality units, centers, and laboratories.
With its promotion of the knowledge triangle (research, education, and innovation) its aims are to make
significant contributions towards efforts to boost the country´s economy and welfare, whilst at the same
time actively participating in research efforts at EU and international levels. Now, more than ever, with
the prevalent economic crises, public budget constraints, major demographic changes, and increasing
global competition, the University of Cyprus can make significant contributions in efforts to tackle some of
these challenges.
Today, there are 10 research units and centers and 85 research laboratories operating at the University of
Cyprus. Currently, there are over 340 research programs financed by national, European, and internation‐
al funding sources, being delivered by the University to the total value of 16.7 million Euros. This success
equates to a significant increase in research funding being invested in Cyprus from external resources, qu‐
adrupling the investment made from national public sources. UCY has managed to increase the ratio of
internal versus external funding to 1:4, meaning that, for every euro that the government invests in the
UCY budget, there is a return of four euro.
This publication introduces the research profile of one of the University’s main research centers: the KIOS
Research Center for Intelligent Systems and Networks. It reveals the breadth and depth of research con‐
ducted at KIOS and embodies the valuable know‐how and immense dedication invested by its faculty and
its research team.
The KIOS Research Center is considered to be a leading research center in Cyprus in the area of Informa‐
tion and Communication Technologies (ICT). It is a vibrant research center, which has made notable con‐
tributions to the wider global research agenda in the area of intelligent systems and networks. Not only is
this reflected in both the quantity and the quality of its research, but also in the research profile and
standing of KIOS amongst its international peers.
Finally, I would like to congratulate the Director of the Center, Professor Marios Polycarpou, and its faculty
for their remarkable dedication and outstanding research portfolio. I am confident they will continue to
receive more distinctions and attract valuable research funding in the years to come.

Professor Constantinos Christofides
Rector

State of the Center

Friendly regards,
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Message from the Director
The KIOS Research Center for Intelligent Systems and Networks was established in February
2008 on the basis of an ambitious long‐term vision of becoming a leading Center of Excellence
in the field of information and communication technologies. A key objective of the KIOS Re‐
search Center is to create an inspiring environment where a critical mass of researchers can
work synergistically. It aims to contribute to the advancement of knowledge in the areas of
computational intelligence and intelligent networked embedded system design, and to apply
these methodologies in monitoring, controlling, and optimizing the operation of large‐scale
complex systems. Furthermore, the KIOS Research Center aims to contribute towards the tech‐
nology transfer and the promotion of a knowledge‐based economy in Cyprus via the creation of new jobs in high‐
tech areas and the design of new products and services.
Computational intelligence is at the heart of many new technological developments. As technology advances, we are
able to generate massive amounts of data. This data can be generated not only locally, but with communication
networks it can be transmitted almost instantaneously to just about anywhere we wish. The processing and interpre‐
tation of such data in real‐time is a key ingredient of “smart” computational devices that are being developed. In the
future there will be more emphasis on distributed intelligent and networked systems, where the intelligence of
complex systems will be distributed throughout the network. The computational intelligence approaches that are
developed at the KIOS Research Center provide key tools for future development of new technologies related to
intelligent systems and networks.
Currently, the KIOS Research Center brings together over 60 researchers, who are working on externally funded re‐
search projects. The Center provides a stimulating environment for pursuing high‐quality interdisciplinary research.
It currently participates in 38 research projects and boasts over 150 international and national research collabora‐
tions. Despite being in operation for less than four years, the KIOS Research Center can celebrate many successes,
including:
•
•

Achieving international recognition as a leading research center in its field. This is evident from its research out‐
put and being the recipient of several awards, honors, and distinctions.
Attaining significant research funding in key technological areas of importance to Cyprus and the global econo‐
my. In the last year, KIOS has been awarded several new research projects, primarily from EU funding sources,
such as FP7, Eurostars, Joint Undertakings, and EU Cross Border Collaboration projects.

I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely acknowledge the support of the University of Cyprus, who believed
in the strong potential of the KIOS Research Center and empowered its growth. I would also like to thank the select
team of colleagues who dedicated their time to help initiate the KIOS Research Center from the ground up, and eve‐
rybody involved in the Center for helping it achieve international stature. I believe this is just the beginning!
We hope that you will find this report informative. For further information about the Center please take a look at our
webpage, www.kios.ac.cy, or come and visit us.
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Sincerely,
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Marios Polycarpou, IEEE Fellow
Director, KIOS Research Center
Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Highlights and Achievements
One of the key successes of the KIOS Research Center has been an Infra‐
structure Grant, awarded through a competitive open call by the Cyprus
Research Promotion Foundation. This infrastructure grant of €1.1 million
over 4 years was initiated on 1st September 2010, and it is co‐sponsored by
the European Regional Development Fund and the Republic of Cyprus. The
KIOS Infrastructure Grant is coordinated by the University of Cyprus, in
partnership with ETH Zurich, Politecnico di Milano, Arizona State University,
and Boston University.
In 2010 KIOS was selected to coordinate a large EU FP7 research project,
iSense. The iSense project consists of a multidisciplinary team of researchers
from five organizations (research organizations, universities, and industry).
With an overall budget of over €4 million it is the first FP7 collaborative
project of this size to be coordinated by the University of Cyprus. This is a
strong indication of the positive impact the KIOS Research Center has al‐
ready had in promoting research at the European level and providing the
opportunity for Cyprus to coordinate EU‐level research.
The KIOS Research Center has also initiated and is leading the IntelliCIS ESF‐
COST Action, which is in its third year of activities. The IntelliCIS COST Action
has participation of 33 countries and 160 researchers, making it one of the
largest COST Actions funded by the European Science Foundation (ESF). In‐
telliCIS forms a European‐wide scientific and technology knowledge plat‐
form to promote interdisciplinary interaction in the development of innova‐
tive intelligent monitoring, control, and security methodologies for safety‐
critical infrastructure systems, such as electric power systems, telecommu‐
nication networks, and water systems. It is the first ESF COST program to be
initiated and coordinated by Cyprus.

The KIOS Research Center for Intelligent Systems and Networks has recently
moved to a new research space. These premises bring together, under one
building, a significant part of the KIOS research activities. The new premises
(450 m2) are specifically designed to create an inspiring environment for
conducting high‐quality research, to provide the conditions from which to
stimulate interdisciplinary interaction between researchers, and to promote
further collaboration with industry. They also signify an important step to‐
wards the further development and growth of the KIOS Research Center
and represent the strong level of commitment from all concerned (The Uni‐
versity of Cyprus, faculty, staff, and researchers) to develop a research cen‐
ter which can stimulate cutting‐edge research in promising scientific and
technological fields.

State of the Center

A key priority of the KIOS Research Center is to promote technology transfer
from academia to industry and other governmental organizations. The KIOS
Research Center has fruitful collaborations with a large number of organiza‐
tions (private, public, national, and international). It is important to strongly
emphasize the support for the activities of the Research Center provided by
the KIOS Industrial Members: the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) and
PrimeTel PLC. These collaborations are crucial for the future success of the
research center.
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Research
KIOS research aims
to:
• Conduct highquality
research in modern
cuttingedge scientific
and
technological
fields
• Provide an inspiring
environment for con
ducting highquality
research and stimu
late interdisciplinary
interaction between
researchers
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• Develop a critical
mass of researchers
working synergistical
ly in the area of intel
ligent systems and
networks
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OVERVIEW OF KIOS RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
During the period of this biennial report, the research activities of the KIOS Research Center for Intelligent
Systems and Networks have grown significantly. The KIOS Faculty and the wider KIOS research team has
published 44 archived journal papers, 98 peer‐reviewed conference papers, as well as 2 books and 7 book
chapters. These publications included a number of multidisciplinary works. Members of the KIOS research
team were also awarded international paper and presentation awards, demonstrating international rec‐
ognition for the Center’s research quality output. In addition to its publication output, in the last two
years, three patents associated with the KIOS faculty have been granted, signifying the Center’s potential
towards the advancement of technology.
A substantial amount of multidisciplinary research was undertaken at KIOS through research projects, se‐
cured from grants from the EU, the Cyprus Research Promotion Foundation, and the University of Cyprus.
This funding, obtained entirely from the submission of proposals through a competitive process, has
enabled KIOS researchers to tackle research problems of significance to both Cyprus and the global econ‐
omy. In the period covered by this report, the KIOS research team has participated in 42 research projects.
KIOS has developed an excellent reputation for offering exciting research opportunities for outstanding
researchers from Cyprus and other countries worldwide (e.g., France, India, Spain, Romania, Greece, and
the USA). During this two‐year period, there has been a steady increase in the number of researchers par‐
ticipating in research activities at KIOS, with a 39% increase in the number of researchers from one aca‐
demic year to the next (including an impressive threefold increase in the number of postdoctoral re‐
searchers).
SCIENTIFIC EXPERTISE AND EXCELLENCE
The KIOS team includes faculty staff from the University of Cyprus, who are accomplished academics with
excellent research records. In addition to teaching a number of courses in the University of Cyprus, the
members of the Center serve as special advisors to a variety of organizations, including industrial and gov‐
ernment organizations. They are frequently invited to participate in expert panels at the EU and interna‐
tional levels. They also serve on the technical program committees of leading international conferences
and serve on editorial boards of major journals. The Director of KIOS has recently been elected as the
President of the IEEE Computational Intelligence Society for 2012‐2013; this is a major distinction for the
Center, as well as for Cyprus.
Recognizing that research in intelligent systems and networks requires multidisciplinary expertise, the
KIOS Research Center has developed a critical mass of researchers to work alongside the core KIOS Faculty
and Affiliate Faculty. The research team specializes in a wide range of areas, such as systems and control,
distributed systems and algorithms, graph theory and optimization, computational intelligence, fault diag‐
nosis and fault tolerance, and embedded systems, in an attempt to provide holistic and viable solutions
for a variety of critical systems and applications.
RESEARCH FACILITIES

Moreover, KIOS faculty and researchers have access to additional specialized facilities and equipment,
available at the University of Cyprus and at the various KIOS collaborators and partners.

Research

In 2010 KIOS moved into its new premises comprising of specially designed office and laboratory space.
Dedicated laboratories were customized to provide the physical and technical infrastructure required for
both KIOS researchers and partners to conduct high‐quality research in modern cutting‐edge scientific and
technological fields. These laboratories include:
• Embedded Systems Laboratory
• Wireless Sensors Laboratory
• Bio‐sensing Laboratory
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Research Output

Publications, Editorial, Conference, and Evaluation Activities
Books and Edited Proceedings
Book Chapters
Patents
Journal Publications
Conference Proceedings
Presentations

2
7
3
44
98
32

Editorial Activities
Program Organization and Committees
Proposal Evaluation Activities
Honors and Awards
Invited Keynote Plenary Presentations

KIOS Research Funding

KIOS Research Funding
(Number of Grants)

30

2009‐10
2010‐11

25
20
15
10
5
0
National

EU

Internal

(Amounts in mil. €)

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

2009‐10
2010‐11

National

EU
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KIOS Research Team
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40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

2009‐10
2010‐11

KIOS Faculty

Affiliate Faculty

Post Doc Research
Fellows

PhD Students &
Researchers

Internal

8
59
6
10
15

Research Programs
During the academic years 2009‐10 and 2010‐2011, the KIOS Research Center coordinated and/or partici‐
pated in 42 research projects funded by international and national sources including the European Union
7th Framework Program for Research, the European Structural Funds, and the Cyprus Research Promotion
Foundation.
These projects, often multidisciplinary, have focused on various fundamental research areas, to provide
comprehensive and viable solutions to global research challenges. A sampling of research at KIOS is pre‐
sented below.
The KIOS Infrastructure Project
The KIOS Research Center was selected to receive funding from the Cyprus Research Promotion Founda‐
tion’s Framework Program for Research, Technological Development and Innovation 2008 (DESMI 2008).
This program is co‐funded by the Republic of Cyprus and the European Regional Development Fund, and
specifically under the funding pillar “Development of Research Infrastructures.”
The project aim is to build the capacity of KIOS to contribute to the advancement of knowledge in the area
of intelligent networked embedded systems and its applications to the design and management of large‐
scale complex systems with emphasis on safety‐critical and trustworthy systems and infrastructures.
These include telecommunication, power, water distribution, and transportation networks, as well as
healthcare delivery systems.

Research

Funding for the Center’s development will help towards the creation of an inspiring environment for con‐
ducting high‐quality interdisciplinary research for the promotion of a knowledge‐based economy in Cy‐
prus, which will ultimately benefit the Cyprus educational system, high‐tech industry, and society at large.
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Sense: Makiing Sense of Nonsense
e
iS
The eme
ergence of networked embedded systems
and senso
or/actuator networks haas made posssible the
collection
n of large am
mount of reaal‐time data about a
monitore
ed environment. Depend
ding on the applica‐
tion, such data mayy have different characteristics:
multidimensional, multi‐scale,
m
sspatially disttributed,
oreover, the data values may be
time series, etc. Mo
ed by contro
olled variablees, as well as
a by ex‐
influence
ternal environmentall factors. Ho
owever, in many
m
cas‐
es the co
ollected dataa may be incomplete, or
o it may
not make
e sense for vaarious reasons, thus com
mpromis‐
ing the sensor‐environmeent interactio
on and possibly affectingg the abilityy to manage and controll key va‐
riaables of the environment
e
t.
Th
he main objeective of thiss project is to
t develop in
ntelligent data processin
ng methods ffor analyzingg and in‐
teerpreting thee data such that faults are detected (and where possible
p
anticipated), iso
olated, and id
dentified
ass soon as po
ossible, and accommodaated for, in future decissions or actu
uator actionss. The prob
blem be‐
co
omes more challenging
c
w
when
these sensing/actu
s
ation system
ms are used in
i a wide ran
nge of enviro
onments
which are not known a priiori and, as a result, it is unrealistic
u
to
o assume thee existence o
of an accuratte model
fo
or the behaviior of various componen
nts in the mo
onitored environment. Th
herefore, thiis project foccuses on
co
ognitive systeem approach
hes that can learn characteristics or system dynaamics of thee monitored environ‐
ment and adapt their behavior and prredict missing or inconsisstent data to
o achieve fau
ult tolerant monitor‐
m
ing and contro
ol. This European level research projject is coordinated by KIOS in collaboration with
h leading
accademic instiitutions and industrial paartners in Itaaly, the UK, and Spain.
SC
CANDLE : accoustic SCe
ene ANalysis for Detectting Living Entities
Th
he SCANDLE Project is an
n EU FP7 fun
nded researcch project within the Coggnitive Systeems, Interacttion, Ro‐
bo
otics challenge. It is an exciting
e
collaaboration between five leading European institutions (locate
ed in the
UK
K, Hungary, Germany,
G
Cyyprus, and Sw
witzerland), for developiing a system
m that will bee able to iden
ntify and
distinguish living beings from inanimaate objects on
o the basiss of sound alone: a cogn
nitive acousttic scene
nalysis system
m.
an
Th
here are man
ny real‐world
d application
ns that can benefit from the
t technolo
ogical innovaations of thiss project.
Exxamples inclu
ude:
•

KIOS Research Center Biennial Report

•
•
•
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system
ms that can transparently and non‐invasively prrovide situation awareneess (warningg signals)
that might
m
be usefful at busy ro
oad crossings
detectting movemeent in a smoke‐filled room where cam
meras canno
ot be used
detecttion of intentional human movements aimed at harming
h
indiividuals or a group
recogn
nition of norrmal/abnorm
mal behavior in a crowd

WATER
RBEE: Low Cost, Easy to
t Use Intellligent Irrig
gation Sche
eduling Systtem
According to the Wo
orld Wildlife Foundation, agriculture wastes 60%
% or
00 trillion litters of wate
er it uses eaach
1,500 trillion liters,, of the 2,50
ne of the maain culprits iss inefficient water
w
irrigatiion systems.
year. On
WATERB
BEE, an EU funded FP7
7 project, co
ombined the knowledge of
internattionally reco
ognized acad
demic institu
utions and industrial co
om‐
panies (Italy, Irelan
nd, Cyprus, Spain,
S
Maltaa, Estonia, and Sweden) to
p a prototype for an intelligent, flexxible, easy‐to
o‐use irrigation
develop
scheduling system at
a an affordaable cost. Th
his system taakes advantaage
of recen
nt technologgical advancees in wirelesss networkin
ng (ZigBee), en‐
e
vironmeental sensorss, and impro
ovements in crop modeling. The systeem
is easy to install and maintain, and can be used by farmers, groweers,
g clubs, an
nd even hom
meowners.
hotels, golf
ZeroCO
O2: Electriciity Generattion System
m with Zero CO2 Emissiions
Over the next 12 yeears, 332 GW
W of new ellectricity cap
pacity – 42%
% of
current EU capacityy ‐ needs to be
b built to reeplace ageing power plants
and meet the expeccted increasee in demand..
The objective of thiss project is to develop an
n electricity generation
g
s
sys‐
tem thaat has zero CO
C 2 emissions (as well as zero emissions of any oth‐
o
er type of gases). The
T proposed
d prototype system will generate elec‐
tricity frrom renewable sources (mainly wind energy) an
nd at the same
time it will avoid alll the probleems associatted with elecctricity geneera‐
t variabilityy of the wind
d, harmonicss in
tion from wind enerrgy such as the
wer system, and system stability pro
oblems. Due to the configu‐
the pow
ration proposed
p
in this
t project, the
t electric energy
e
out of
o this system
m will be cleaan, green, an
nd regulated..
The pro
oposed proto
otype holds the
t key to deeveloping a regulated em
missions‐freee renewable power statiion
and makes it a viab
ble solution for
f the futurre, for Cypru
us, the Europ
pean Union, and the rest of the worrld.
oposed systeem will be ab
ble to alleviaate the operaating problems of conveentional rene
ewable sourcces
The pro
and offeer a reliable method of harvesting
h
renewable ene
ergy and feeding it into tthe electricity network. Itt is
believed
d that the proposed systtem can com
mpete econo
omically with
h convention
nal methods and providee a
stable, reliable, and
d financially sound envirronmental allternative fo
or electricity generation. The projectt is
funded by the Norwegian Fin
nancial Mech
hanism and co‐funded by the Rep
public of Cyyprus and the
t
University of Cypruss.
SAFEM
METAL: Inccreasing EU
U Citizen Security by Utilizin
ng Innova
ative Intellligent Sign
nal
Processing System
ms for Euro
ocoin Valid
dation and Metal
M
Qualiity Testing

The KIO
OS Research Center
C
is participating in
n this EU FP7
7 project along‐
side sevveral Europeean universities and companies to develop meetal
validatio
on technolo
ogy required
d to distinguish betwee
en increasin
ngly
sophistiicated countterfeit and genuine
g
coin
ns and to ch
haracterize the
t
metal quality.
q
This involves thee developmeent of advanced signal processing
p
an
nd data fusio
on techniques,
and plan
nar electro‐m
magnetic sen
nsors and pu
ulse eddy‐currrent measurrement techniques with increased fieeld
sensitivity. The market being addressed includes coin vaalidators, aerrospace, and nuclear industries.

Research

0 types of counterfeit coins and correspondin
c
ng tooling and
a
Over 80
workingg methods caan be identiffied for Euro coinage. Alsso, conductivvity
measurements are widely used for characteerization of heat treatmeent
of alum
minum alloyss and other non‐destrucctive testing, especially for
safety‐ccritical appliccations in aerrospace indu
ustry, nuclear reactors, etc.
e
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UNNER: Reconfigurab
ble UltraAu
utonomous Novel Robo
ots
RU
In the futuree there will be millions of robots in
n various application
aareas that will
w all be navvigated in an
n autonomou
us manner based
b
on
3 video cap
3D
pture.
KIOS researchers are takking part in a research prroject funded by the
K
E funding program
EU
p
Eurrostars. Euro
ostars is an industry foccused in‐
t
ternational
research co
ollaboration for the deevelopment of new
p
products
for transnationaal and intern
national markets.
Within this context,
W
c
the project RUN
NNER will prrovide an innovative
infrastructure for the cre
eation of higghly autonom
mous robots. The ro‐
b
bots
will havve much bettter percepttion than exxisting solutions. Re‐
seearch is utilizzing high‐end reconfigurrable devicess, to allow for
f extremely high‐perfo
ormance and
d power‐
effficient proceessing, when
n implementiing 3D sensin
ng/matchingg schemes.
FiireALERT: Obstacle
O
De
etection Sysstem underr Power Tra
ansmission
n Lines
Vegetation in
V
nterference with
w transmission lines is a significaant issue
w
world‐wide,
e
especially
in dense forest areas. Forest fires an
nd black‐
o
outs
caused due
d to archiing between
n a high‐volttage wire an
nd a tree
b
branch
are a frequent ph
henomenon. An examplee of such an event is
th
he August 14
4, 2003 blackkout in the US
U and Canad
da.
Detection of objects und
D
der transmission lines is a challengin
ng prob‐
leem since transmission lin
nes typically span hundrreds of kilom
meters of
ro
ough terrain
n or dense fo
orests, rendeering direct vvisual inspecction dif‐
fiicult. The discontinuitiess of the wirres at the to
owers make
e robotic
m
monitoring
d
devices
difficcult to implement. Thee main goal of the
prroject, fundeed by the Cyyprus Researrch Promotio
on Foundatio
on, is to offeer an innovaative solution to the
prroblem of the detection of vegetatio
on below transmission lin
nes using wireless senso
or network te
echnolo‐
gyy. It involvess the installaation of wireeless transceeiver equipm
ment with sp
pecialized an
ntenna on electricity
to
owers, capab
ble of initiating warningss to electric utility mainttenance perssonnel if objects (mainlyy vegeta‐
tio
on) approach electric po
ower transm
mission lines. The appliccation will also include sensory info
ormation
(e.g., weatherr conditions) in order to avoid possib
ble false alarrms and allow
w the receivver to reliablly detect
ob
bstacles. Oncce an obstaccle is detecteed, multi‐hop
p communicaation will be used to send the inform
mation to
th
he operationss center of th
he utility com
mpany.

KIOS Research Center Biennial Report

MRI Robot: Developm
M
ment and Te
esting of a Robotic Sy
ystem for Minimallyi
M
invasive In
nterven
tio
ons with Re
ealtime MR
RI Guidance
e.
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Despite its many
D
m
advanttages, Magneetic Resonan
nce Imaging (MRI) is
n frequenttly used for micro‐surgeeries due to the doctor’ss limited
not
a
access
to thee patient insiide the scann
ner.
A newly‐devveloped robo
otic system has
h been designed, with funding
ffrom the Cyp
prus Researcch Promotion Foundation, to offer access
a
to
t patient inside closed
the
d‐type magneetic scanners and thereffore pro‐
v
vide
picturess of higher quality. The uniqueness
u
o
of the roboticc system
lies in the faact that it caan be directlyy controlled by the docttor, who
c proceed with these operations, based on the pictures that are
can
ob
btained at th
hat exact mo
oment. The system is com
mpletely mad
de out of plaastic for safeety purposes and it is
co
ompatible with MRI scan
nners. It also
o has severaal diagnostic and therapeeutic applicaations, such as biop‐
siees, cauterisaation of tumo
ours, and plaacing radioactive implan
nts for the irrradiation of tumours. Th
he devel‐
op
pment of this specialized
d application
n of robotics will allow th
he realization of differen
nt minimally‐‐invasive
microsurgeries, under the guidance off MRI.

FiWi: Converged FixedMobile Networking Transport Infrastructure for NextGeneration
Broadband Access
There is a growing perception that copper‐based access networks will
soon no longer be able to meet the ever‐growing consumer demand
for bandwidth. This, along with a combination of regulatory and
competitive forces, as well as recent rapid advances and standardiza‐
tion of Passive Optical Network (PON) technology, have prompted
carriers around the world to consider PON‐based fiber‐to‐the‐
curb/home systems as a possible successor to current copper‐based
access solutions. Concurrent with the upsurge of PON‐based wireline
broadband access solutions, the growing demand for advanced data‐
centric mobile multimedia services including multimedia messaging,
mobile video, mobile music, mobile TV, and IPTV, has accelerated the development and deployment of
new wireless broadband access technologies.
By leveraging the advantages of both of these access technologies combined on an integrated architecture
platform, next generation Fiber‐Wireless networks will enable the support of a wide range of emerging
applications and services. Research is underway at KIOS, funded by the Cyprus Research Promotion Foun‐
dation, to propose and devise all of the critical elements necessary for the implementation of a high‐
capacity, high‐performance, cost‐effective, converged fixed‐mobile access networking solution that holis‐
tically addresses many of the key outstanding issues with both of today’s wired/wireless broadband
access technologies. This novel architecture can then efficiently backhaul and support a mix of advanced
wired and wireless multimedia traffic and services, along with the diverse quality of service (QoS), capaci‐
ty/rate, and reliability requirements set by these services.
The results of this project can be utilized by telecommunications companies to better design their access
networks for high data‐rate, high‐capacity, high‐performance applications for fixed and mobile users. This
will result in improved client services and reduced operation costs for the telecommunications networks,
which in turn will result in cheaper services for the clients of these networks.
REMACORE: Reliable Manycore Chips

This research is particularly relevant globally. On‐chip manycore sys‐
tems, containing hundreds to thousands of small cores, are expected
to surface in mainstream computing systems/devices, expanding on
the current trend of Chip Multi‐Processors (CMPs) which consider only a small number of processing
cores. Research for on‐chip parallel architectures has recently attracted increased worldwide attention
from both academia and industry, and is expected to keep growing in the coming years. Computation and
information processing hungry applications in scientific (e.g., bioinformatics), personal (e.g., multimedia
and entertainment), and business (e.g., financial modeling) computing will all benefit from on‐chip many‐
core parallel architectures, in terms of performance improvements. Besides performance, energy‐
efficiency, and parallel software, an emerging research key issue in these parallel chips is system reliabili‐
ty. As technology scales, we will face large increases in device variability, massive number of defects (in‐
cluding wear‐outs), and device degradation. Scaling also increases the complexity of the chips, which in
turn poses challenges in completing design verification and manufacturing tests. Such effects manifest as
inherent unreliability of the components, redefining the design and test paradigm for reliable systems.

Research

REMACORE is a research project, funded by the Cyprus Research
Promotion Foundation, involving the design of reliable next‐
generation manycore chips. The project involves the development of
a resilient system architecture and operation, where both design
correctness (hardware verification) and fabrication correctness
(manufacturing test) are performed dynamically, during the lifetime
of the chip.
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KIOS Collaborations
The KIOS Research Cen‐
ter actively encourages
collaboration between
industry, academia, and
research organizations
in high‐tech areas of
both global and local
importance.
Our goal is to apply the
results and methodolo‐
gies developed through
our research to partner
industries and organiza‐
tions, to enable a mu‐
tually beneficial collabo‐
ration.

KIOS Research Center Biennial Report

The Center’s collabora‐
tors range from world‐
renowned academic in‐
stitutions, in Europe and
the United States to
large industrial partners
and small and medium
size enterprises who are
seeking solutions to real‐
life problems.
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Collaborations

International Collaborations
The KIOS Research Center collaborates with over 150 organizations worldwide. These collaborations have
occurred at various levels (national and international) and with a variety of organizations and companies
(private and public). They have developed in various ways, primarily through customized research collabo‐
rations, to tackle specific industrial problems and/or global research challenges related to intelligent mon‐
itoring, management, and security of safety‐critical systems.
The benefits of such collaborations have been extremely significant. For example, they have provided op‐
portunities from which knowledge transfer between industry and academia can occur and they have
created a greater pool of expertise that can be drawn upon to solve specific research problems. These col‐
laborations have resulted in several EU and nationally funded research projects often yielding results that
have a positive impact on the economy, society, and individual citizens such as the improved operation of
critical infrastructures (e.g., power or water distribution networks) as well as the safety and security of
society at large.
The KIOS Research Center has a strong network of collaborators, including several internationally recog‐
nized research institutions, with which it is pooling expertise and working together on large research chal‐
lenges. This collaboration primarily occurs through international cross‐sectorial and multidisciplinary re‐
search projects focusing on several important areas of scientific and technological advancement. Collabo‐
rators include Arizona State University, Boston University, ETH Zurich, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Imperial College London, John Hopkins University, and Politecnico di Milano amongst others.
COST Network Coordination
The KIOS Research Center is leading a European research
cooperation program in the framework of the European
Science Foundation COST Actions. The KIOS Research Center
was selected to develop and coordinate a network in the
scientific area of ICT, following a competitive selection
process at the European level. This is the first‐ever approved
COST Action to be initiated from Cyprus. The network is in
the area of Intelligent Monitoring, Control, and Security of
Critical Infrastructure Systems (IntelliCIS) and was estab‐
lished to instigate interdisciplinary interaction and promote
collaboration between industry, academia, and research
organizations on the subject of security, quality, reliability,
and efficiency of critical infrastructure systems. With a fo‐
cus on electric power systems, telecommunication net‐
works, and water distribution networks, this COST Action
now comprises up to 160 researchers and 81 organizations
in 33 different countries.
The KIOS Faculty members are extremely active at the international level. They are often called upon as
evaluators for organizations such as the National Science Foundation (NSF), USA, the Science and Engi‐
neering Research Council (SERC), Singapore, the Qatar National Research Foundation (QNRF), the Spanish
Ministry of Education and Science, the Directorate General for Research and Innovation of the EU, as well
as FP7 program committees. They also serve on the technical program committees of leading internation‐
al conferences (59) and serve on editorial boards of major journals. The Director of KIOS, Professor Marios
Polycarpou, was elected President of the IEEE Computational Intelligence Society for a two‐year term
(2012 – 2013). In the last three years Professor Polycarpou has also been invited to give 15 invited key‐
note plenary talks at international conferences, highlighting the recognition he holds in the international
scientific community.

Collaborations

Experts at International and EU Levels
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In
ndustrial and Loca
al Partnerrships
Th
he KIOS Reseearch Centerr has cultivatted positive working
w
relaations with over
o
35 indusstrial companies and
pu
ublic service authorities responsible for the man
nagement off critical infraastructure and related provision
p
off services to the public. These collaborations haave concentrated on specific researrch needs off various
critical infrastrructure secto
ors as well ass towards neew and emerrging researcch fields in th
hese areas.
With a view to sharing off information
W
n and experttise, the KIO
OS Research Center collaborates clossely with
pu
ublic sector departmentss such as the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EA
AC), the Ministry of Com
mmunica‐
tio
on and Workks, the Transsmission Systtem Operato
or, and the Water
W
Develo
opment Dep
partment of the
t Min‐
isttry of Agricu
ulture, National Resourcees and Envirronment, Re
epublic of Cyyprus. These collaboratio
ons have
beeen extremeely successfu
ul, often resu
ulting in fund
ding for joint research projects.
p
Research collab
borations
alsso exist with
h the Ministryy of Health, as well as seeveral hospitals, and cliniics. Some of these collab
borations
arre resulting in mutually beneficial Memorandum
M
ms of Understanding (M
MoUs). Furth
hermore, effforts are
un
nderway to facilitate
f
tecchnology and
d knowledgee transfer be
etween acad
demia and in
ndustry for exploita‐
e
tio
on of researcch results.
Po
ower Indusstry
Th
he KIOS Reseearch Centerr collaboratees closely witth the Electricity Authoriity of Cypruss (EAC). This bilateral
co
ollaboration has focused on the research needs of
o the power industry in
n Cyprus, as w
well as towaards new
an
nd emergingg research id
deas that aree of interestt to the Elecctricity Autho
ority of Cyprrus in the ne
ear‐ and
long‐term futu
ure. Researchers at KIOSS have workeed on a num
mber of specific research problems re
elated to
po
ower system
ms, including techniques which can improve the state estimation processs in power systems
(developmentt of novel hybrid state esstimators) an
nd mechanisms to ensuree the optimaal economic dispatch
off the EAC gen
nerating unitts within the new contexxt of the dere
egulated elecctricity markket.
Te
elecommun
nications In
ndustry
An
nother specific example of KIOS‐indu
ustry partneership is the activity undertaken at K
KIOS in collaboration
with its industtrial partnerr PrimeTel PLC. The reseearch has focused on a number of ttopics related to the
o fast, efficieent, and reliaable recoverry techniques to enable carriers
c
such
h as PrimeTe
el to pro‐
prrovisioning of
vid
de uninterru
upted servicee to end‐useers. Such quality‐of‐service (QoS) isssues have beecome an im
mportant
reequirement for
f the operaation of telecommunicattion networkks. The KIOS‐‐PrimeTel co
ollaboration provides
KIOS researchers with acccess to a largge telecom service
s
proviider that ow
wns and operrates its own
n nation‐
wide fiber‐opttic network, which can be
b leveraged
d for the succcessful testing of proof‐‐of‐concept architec‐
a
ures and algo
orithms.
tu
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Th
he KIOS Reseearch Center appreciatess and values the collaborration and su
upport provid
ded by the Electricity
Au
uthority of Cyyprus and PrrimeTel PLC.
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Water Systems
In the area of water systems, KIOS has a strong re‐
search collaboration with the Cyprus Water Develop‐
ment Department (Ministry of Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environment) and the Limassol Water
Board. This collaboration aims at enhancing the effi‐
ciency and management of water systems in Cyprus
using information and communication technologies.

Memorandums of Understanding
In 2011, KIOS signed a Memorandum of Understand‐
ing with the Limassol Water Board to highlight a com‐
mitment for collaborative research. With a view to
sharing of information and expertise, similar Memo‐
randums of Understanding are planned with other
public sector departments in Cyprus. This represents a
long‐term commitment from KIOS and its partners to
work together to address research challenges and an
appreciation of the benefits afforded for increased
technology and knowledge transfer through such col‐
laboration.

Knowledge Transfer and Exploitation of Research Re‐
sults

Particular emphasis is given to research collaborations
that involve the transfer of research findings, skills,
and competence to industry so they are able to trans‐
form them into economic outcomes and/or improve
public services. A number of research projects, in
which the KIOS team participates, encourage better
exploitation of research results and facilitate the prac‐
tical application of scientific research. Examples of
these types of research collaborations resulting in im‐
proved and marketable technology include the devel‐
opment of highly‐efficient autonomous robots, im‐
proved irrigation systems for European farmers, and
metal validation technology for use by coin validators,
as well as by other industries. The recently developed
MRI Robot technology also offers valuable technology
for the health industry.

Collaborations

The KIOS research team participates in EU research
programs aiming to improve knowledge transfer be‐
tween public research and industry. In addition to un‐
dertaking research for the benefit of the economy in
Cyprus, it also has growing research collaborations
with 18 international industrial partners situated in
the EU and other countries.
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International Recog‐
nition
The quality of research is
judged by many factors,
including the extent of
funding, the quantity
and quality of publica‐
tions, and the recogni‐
tion it receives from the
scientific community.
The KIOS research team
has received interna‐
tional recognition for its
high‐quality research by
several groups of peers.
It has come in the form
of prestigious awards
and prizes which serve to
underpin the Center’s
commitment to excel‐
lence, including:

KIOS Research Center Biennial Report

• IEEE recognition
• Best paper and pres‐
entation awards
• Best design awards
• EU panel organiza‐
tion
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Honors and Awards

KIOS Director Elected as the New President of the IEEE Computational Intelligence Society
The KIOS Research Center Director, Professor Marios Polycarpou, was elected the new President of the
IEEE Computational Intelligence Society (CIS). Professor Marios Polycarpou is serving as the President‐
Elect in 2011, the President of the Society in 2012‐2013, and the Past‐President in 2014. This is a very
prestigious position of international recognition. It is only the second time in the history of IEEE CIS that
the president of the society is from outside North America. The Computational Intelligence Society is one
of the key societies of IEEE, with more than 7000 members around the world. CIS plays a key role in the
promotion of computational intelligence research and innovation. It has 11 technical committees and over
100 tasks forces aimed at promoting specific technical interests or application domains. Each year, the CIS
sponsors a dozen international conferences and technically sponsors several others. The Society also
sponsors some of the most prestigious journals in the field, such as the IEEE transactions on Neural Net‐
works, the IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy Systems, and the IEEE Transaction on Evolutionary Computation.
IEEE Distinguished Lecturer in Computational Intelligence
The Director of the KIOS Research Center, Professor Marios Polycarpou, has been selected as an IEEE Dis‐
tinguished Lecturer in Computational Intelligence for the three year period January 2010‐December 2012.
This title is conferred to a very limited and select group of world‐renowned experts by the IEEE, the
world’s largest professional association dedicated to advancing technological innovation and excellence
for the benefit of humanity and the leading technical organization representing electronics and electrical
engineering. The IEEE Distinguished Lecturer Program facilitates lectures from internationally distin‐
guished experts on the latest research and practical applications for the benefit of interested communities
(research, academic, government, and industry).
Best Paper Awards

A collaborative effort between KIOS researchers Prof. Julius
Georgiou and Charalambos Andreou, and the Sensory Com‐
munications Group of Prof. Andreas Andreou at Johns
Hopkins University, has led to the design and fabrication of
the world’s lowest power image sensor. The resulting image
sensor was presented at the 2011 IEEE International Sympo‐
sium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS 2011), and was awarded
a Best Paper Award. The power drain of this image sensor is
so small that it can take 20 photos per second continuously
for 250 days when powered on a small hearing aid battery!

Honors and Awards

KIOS researchers Christos Ttofis and Christos Kyrkou, as well
as Prof. Theocharis Theocharides and Prof. Maria Michael
received the “Best Paper Award” at the IEEE International
Conference on Microelectronic Systems Education
(MSE2009), for their work entitled “FPGA‐Based NoC‐Driven
Sequence of Lab Assignments for Manycore Systems”. The
conference took place on the 26th of July 2010, in San Fran‐
cisco, California. Manycore systems are expected to emerge
as the dominant trend in next‐generation computer systems.
These parallel systems are expected to be interconnected via
packet‐based Networks‐on‐Chip (NoCs). NoC‐based many‐
core systems demand modifications in the existing computer‐
related teaching curricula. This work presented a practical
FPGA‐based teaching framework to emulate NoC‐based ma‐
nycore systems. Instructors can utilize this framework to
teach students the fundamental design concepts of NoC‐
based manycore systems and their integration, through a
series of VHDL laboratory assignments.
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First Prize in eBook Reader Competition
The proposal submitted by KIOS researchers Christos Laoudias, Demetris Eliades and Demetris Stavrou
was ranked first in the competition “Design of a digital eBook reader and content management platform”.
The competition was launched by the University of Patras and the Greek Free/Open Source Software So‐
ciety (GFOSS), under the auspices of the Special Secretariat for Digital Planning in Greece.
The objective of the competition was to describe new ideas for the introduction of eBook readers in edu‐
cation. The proposal was based on a lightweight portable device, such as the increasingly popular tablets
(e.g., iPad), which could eventually replace printed schoolbooks and notepads in the near future, thus en‐
hancing the learning experience for students. In addition, teachers will be able to better organize their
courses and classes, and provide material to the students via the Internet.
Leading a Networking Session at EU ICT 2010 Conference
The KIOS Research Center was selected to lead a networking session at the EU ICT 2010 Conference, fol‐
lowing a highly competitive application process. The networking session, coordinated by KIOS faculty and
researchers, was entitled ”Trustworthy Critical Infrastructure Systems” and was designed to facilitate an
open discussion on intelligent control and security of critical infrastructure systems with key players from
academia and industry. This emphasizes a positive recognition at the European level of research undertak‐
ings in Cyprus and reflects the significant contribution Cyprus can make towards research in the field of
Trustworthy Critical Infrastructure Systems.
The EU ICT 2010 Conference which is organized every two years by the European Commission and was
hosted by the Belgian Presidency of the European Union attracted over 6000 participants. This biennial
event is a unique gathering point for researchers, business people, investors, and high‐level policy makers
in the field of digital innovation. Through a program of speeches, workshops, and networking sessions the
Conference provides a valuable forum from which the latest research trends in information and communi‐
cation technologies can be explored. In the EU ICT 2010 conference, there was a 10.000 m² exhibition of
Europe's latest cutting‐edge ICT research and a carefully selected program of networking session on topics
of key relevance for ICT.
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In addition, KIOS Researcher George Millis was one of three researchers chosen from a large number of
submissions from across the EU, to present his paper “Build the Smart Critical Infrastructure Systems (CIS)
Grid”, at the conference workshop entitled “My big idea for the Digital Agenda”. This paper was consi‐
dered visionary and in line with the EU’s Digital Agenda, one of seven flagship initiatives under the Europe
2020 strategy for smart, sustainable, and inclusive growth. George Milis presented his “Big Idea” at the
workshop chaired by Neelie Kroes, the Vice‐President of the European Commission.
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•

Prof. Elias Kyriakides, a member of the KIOS faculty, was awarded Second Prize in the Cyprus Entre‐
preneurship Competition for “Cynergy: Commercialization of a Patented Invention for Electricity Con‐
version from DC to AC”. Cynergy is a spin‐off company from research carried out at the KIOS Research
Center, aiming to commercialize a patented invention in the electric energy market. The invention
proposes a new method for converting direct electric current to alternating current, which is the re‐
quired energy form for connecting to the electric power grid. Cynergy has great potential as its tech‐
nology may hold the key to unlock further the huge commercial potential of fuel cells in electricity
generation. Fuel cell technology is an emerging market, anticipated to see accelerated adoption in the
green energy sector over the next decade.

•

Best Student Presentation (2nd Place), A. Kyriakides, K. Hadjigeorgiou, E. Kastanos, C. Pitris, “Classifi‐
cation of Raman Spectra using Support Vector Machines,” 9th International Conference on Informa‐
tion Technology and Applications in Biomedicine, November 5‐7, 2009, Larnaca, Cyprus.

•

Best Student Presentation (Finalist), E. Bousi, A. Kartakoullis, C. Pitris, “Spectral Analysis for Scatterer
Estimation in Optical Coherence Tomography Images,” 9th International Conference on Information
Technology and Applications in Biomedicine, November 5‐7, 2009, Larnaca, Cyprus.

Honors and Awards

Other Prizes and Awards
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Outreach
Inspiring the next gen‐
eration of researchers
To ensure continuous
and successful research
progress, the Center
strives to create an in‐
quisitive and growing
research culture among
young scientists and the
community at large.
KIOS Researchers are al‐
so active in organizing
scientific conferences as
well as exposing the
general public to the re‐
sults of their research.

KIOS Research Center Biennial Report

The Center’s outreach
efforts include:
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• A unique Undergra‐
duate Research Op‐
portunity
Program
(UROP)
• Newsletter
• Press articles
• Conference organiza‐
tion

Underrgraduate
e Researc
ch Opporrtunities Program
P
The KIO
OS Research Center
C
runs a summer in
nternship pro
ogram for un
ndergraduate young rese
earchers callled
UROP, an
a acronym for
f Undergraaduate Reseaarch Opportunities Progrram. The purrpose of URO
OP is to involve
undergrraduate stud
dents in cuttiing‐edge ressearch within
n the KIOS Reesearch Center. The emp
phasis is to en‐
e
couragee young people to particcipate in reseearch and to
o nurture thee skills, expeerience, and confidence re‐
quired for
f such an endeavor. The UROP pro
ogram took place in thee summers o
of 2009, 2010
0, and 2011. A
total off 14 studentss successfullly completed
d the prograam, undertaking researcch in variouss areas such as
renewable energy, ICT
I for health, and teleco
ommunicatio
on networks.
“My exp
perience at the
t KIOS Research Centerr was very fu
ulfilling and enlightening
g. It was extrremely rewarrd‐
ing to be
b involved in
n research an
nd to have th
he opportunity to build a wind turbin
ne from scratch. The sou
urc‐
ing of material
m
and learning about their pro
operties as well
w as the seearch for tra
adesmen ablle to build va
ari‐
ous com
mponents wa
as at times frustrating
f
but also rewa
arding when our efforts yielded succcessful resultts.”
Christoss Frangeskou
u
“My participation in
n UROP has been a rem
markable devvelopmental experience. Having the opportunity to
research
h different tyypes of sourrce material and to evalu
uate the cred
dibility of diff
fferent scientific claims has
h
definitely helped to
o improve myy research skills
s
and to develop my knowledge in my studyy area. Shariing
ideas, opinions
o
and knowledge, has helped me to absorrb, learn, and
d improve m
my skills.” Chrristina Them
mis‐
tocleous
“Workin
ng on the rou
uting and wa
avelength asssignment (RWA) problem
m for the
UROP program
p
gavve me the op
pportunity to
o improve my
m knowledg
ge in the
field of Fiber Optics and to undeerstand the way researcch is carried out. Fur‐
w experienced academ
mics, I was able to learn valuable
thermorre, working with
research
h skills and how
h to applyy research methodologiess to specific issues. It
was a great
g
experieence, which broadened
b
m horizons and
my
a encouraged new
ways off thinking.” Io
oannis A.Yiaannaki

“The UR
ROP program
m gave me the
t opportun
nity to collab
borate
with oth
her people frrom a varietty of research disciplines. With
guidancce from my advisor I
learned
d how to con
nduct re‐
search. I believe th
he expe‐
w unique. I am able
rience was
to add this
t experien
nce to my
CV, whiich will und
doubtedly
be beneeficial for my
m future
career. ” Angelos Hadjian‐
tonis

Outreach

“This su
ummer, I had
d the opporttunity to gain
n valuable exxperience, skkills, and
knowled
dge. Observiing how reseearchers worrk, cooperatte, and overccome re‐
search challenges
c
w an invalu
was
uable experieence that changed
the wayy I think. I deeveloped new
w skills and was
w able to appre‐
a
ciate the value of reesearch and how it can have
h
a positiive im‐
pact on society at la
arge. Throug
ghout the enttire program
m I had
the support of my advisor and the other KIOS
K
research
hers. I
hope I will
w be luckyy enough in the future to
o work with
h them
again. For
F me, the KIOS
K
Undergraduate Research Opporrtunity
was ind
deed an excelllent opportu
unity.” Eleni Proxenou
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Informin
ng on Res
search - Reporting
R
g on Resu
ults
TThe KIOS Research Center endeavorrs to keep itss stakeholde
ers, partners, and the wiider public in
nformed
a
about
its ressearch activitties and resu
ults. In line with
w EU policcy “Research
h in Society”, special emphasis is
g
given
to raising awareneess and disseeminating research results to the wid
der public in
n order to en
ncourage
w
widespread
a
appreciation
n of the valuees and beneffits of researrch within the society.
During this two‐year
D
t
period, KIOS provided
p
regular updatess on its activvities througgh specific measures
m
t
that
have beecome essen
ntial to the organization’
o
s operationss. KIOS has also
a received
d considerable atten‐
t
tion
from the national media
m
wishingg to report on
o the poten
ntial impact of
o the researrch conducte
ed in the
C
Center.
This has resulted in several special featture articles and guest television
t
ap
ppearances from
f
the
K
KIOS
researcch team.
I
Intelligent
Times – KIO
OS Newslettter
TThe KIOS neewsletter, “Intelligent Times”, is circculated to over
o
1000 sccien‐
t
tists,
public bodies, keyy decision makers,
m
and
d the mediaa in Cyprus and
a
abroad.
It seerves as a vehicle to up
pdate its reaaders on the
e latest scien
ntific
a
activities
of the
t Center and related sccientific reseearch update
es.
TThe first issue, published
d in Septemb
ber of 2009, covered
c
subjjects such ass the
launch of the Research Center, desccriptions of new Europe
ean projects,, the
IntelliCIS COSST action wh
hich the Centter is coordin
nating, the laaunch of thee Un‐
U
Undergradua
ate Research
h Opportuniities Program
m (UROP), and
a
other news
n
f
from
the Center and its industrial partners
p
(thee Electricity Authority off Cy‐
p and Prim
prus
metel PLC).
IIntelligent Tiimes will serve as permaanent dissem
mination tool for the Cen
nter.
It is designed
d to complem
ment the KIO
OS website (http://www
(
w.kios.ucy.ac.cy/)
w
which
also prrovides up‐to
o‐date inform
mation on KIIOS research
h and other activities.
a
M
Media
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FFrom 2010 onward,
o
detaails of the im
mpact of ressearch unde
ertaken at KIIOS and its p
partners, haave been
p
published
in internationaal, regional, and nationaal newspape
ers and magazines. During this perio
od there
h
have
been ovver 35 newss articles and
d reports in the
t publishin
ng press and
d in particulaar special feaature ar‐
t
ticles
in popular nationaal press with
h substantiall readership numbers. Research
R
pro
ojects underttaken at
K
KIOS
have alsso attracted television co
overage, witth several refferences to the
t research
h undertaken
n at KIOS
in national news
n
broadcasts. There have
h
also beeen several guest
g
appearances by m
members of the
t KIOS
r
research
team
m on speciall interest pro
ograms on bo
oth radio and
d television.
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Intern
national Conferenc
C
ce Coordination
OS Research Center, togeether with the Department of Electrrical and Com
mputer Engiineering of the
t
The KIO
University of Cyprus, successfully organized
d two conferrences in Cyyprus in the period cove
ered by this re‐
port. Th
hese initiatives helped to
o increase th
he visibility of
o the Centerr and the Un
niversity at an internation
nal
level. It also enabled
d access to world‐renow
w
ned experts for Cyprus‐b
based researrchers and in
ndustry.

19th Intternationall Conferencce on Artif
ificial Neurral Networrks
(ICANN 2009),
2
Lima
assol, Septem
mber 1417
7, 2009
This is an
n annual mee
eting sponso
ored by the European Neural Netwo
ork
Society (EENNS), in co
ooperation with
w the Inteernational Ne
eural Netwo
ork
Society (INNS) and th
he Japanese Neural
N
Netw
work Society (JNNS). ICAN
NN
2009 wass also technically sponso
ored by the IEEE Computtational Intelli‐
gence So
ociety. This conference
c
h been heeld annually since 1991 in
has
various European
E
countries and covers the field of neu
urocomputin
ng,
learning systems,
s
and
d related areeas. ICANN 2009 attractted more than
300 participants.

S
Con
nference (B
BIOCAS 2010
0),
IEEE Biomedical Cirrcuits and Systems
Paphos, November 35, 2010
n explosion o
of research activities
a
in the
In recent years there has been an
areas of life sciencess, physical scciences, and engineeringg with applicca‐
m
problems. Such activities requ
uire interdisciplinary colla‐
tion to medical
borationss among scie
entists, engin
neers, mediccal researche
ers, and praccti‐
tioners to
o solve comp
plex real‐wo
orld problem
ms. The BIOCA
AS conference
is the preemier forum
m where reseearchers can present ressults and inn
no‐
vative sollutions for to
oday's health
h problems aat the frontie
ers of Biomeed‐
ical Engin
neering.

Talks included an ove
erview of thee KIOS Reseaarch Center by its Director,
Prof. Marrios Polycarp
pou, as well as presentations from Center
C
collab
bo‐
rators Prof.
P
Andreaas Spanias, Arizona
A
Statte Universityy (SenSIP Ceenter and N
NSF Consortium Researcch),
Prof. Ceesare Alippi, Politecnico di Milano (D
Distributed Embedded Syystems), and Kostas Margellos, ETH Zu‐
Z
rich (Security in Pow
wer Systems: Impact Identification of a Cyber Atttack in the A
Automatic Ge
eneration Co
on‐
trol). Various talks from
f
KIOS reesearchers spanned the entire rangee of research fields coverred by the Ceen‐
ter. Theey included subjects
s
in the
t broad arreas of “Infraastructure Monitoring
M
and Applications,” “Embeed‐
ded Systems,” and “Communica
“
ation System
ms and Classiffication.” This workshop was an exce
ellent opporttu‐
e
ideeas and fosteer further collaborations between KIO
OS researcheers as well ass with the KIOS
nity to exchange
internattional partneers.

Outreach

KIOS Wo
orkshop
On Mond
day 18 April 2011,
2
the KIO
OS Research Center orgaanized the First
KIOS Worrkshop aimin
ng to facilitatte better colllaboration between the re‐
searcherss within the Center as well
w as its ressearch partne
ers. The Work‐
shop wass co‐organize
ed with SignaalGeneriX Ltd
d, and was fu
unded throu
ugh
a number of research programs from the Cyyprus Research Promotiion
Foundatio
on and EUREEKA.
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Future Prospects
Center of Excellence
The KIOS Research Cen
ter strives to establish
itself as a Center of Ex
cellence in the scientific
field. It builds on the
strengths and multidis
ciplinary capabilities of
its researchers and its
expanding infrastruc
ture to:
• Address challenging
scientific and tech
nological problems
• Be a reputable pro
tagonist in the niche
area of intelligent
networked embed
ded systems

KIOS Research Center Biennial Report

• Provide a promising
avenue for qualified
and motivated re
searchers to pursue
successful careers
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Outlook
In the fiirst few yearrs of operatio
on, the KIOSS Research Center has un
ndergone a p
phase of notteworthy devve‐
lopmental growth and
a is recogn
nized as a leaading researrch center, nationally
n
and internation
nally. The Ceen‐
ter has strong found
dation upon which it can
n continue ge
enerating neew research kknowledge of
o internation
nal
stature in the area of
o informatio
on and comm
munication te
echnologies..

•

Partticipate activvely in the international research arena and make significaant contributtions to glob
bal
reseearch challen
nges and prio
orities in thee areas of ICTT, Security, Energy, Healtth, and the Environment..

•

Maiintain high‐q
quality standards and exccellence in its research.

•

Promote multid
disciplinary research and collaboratio
on, to achievve integratio
on between theory
t
and ap‐
a
plications.

•

mising avenuee for qualifieed and motivvated researrchers to pu
ursue successsful careers by
Provvide a prom
creaating new job opportunitties in the high‐tech aren
na and attraccting new ressearchers to Cyprus.

•

Promote nation
nal and intern
national collaboration be
etween industry, academ
mia, and rese
earch organizza‐
tion
ns in high‐tecch areas of global importtance and relevance to Cyprus.
C
Emph
hasis will be given
g
to ensur‐
ing these collab
borations steeer the Centeer towards the research needs of ind
dustry in Cyp
prus, as well as
wards new an
nd emergingg global reseaarch fields th
hat will be of
o interest to
o KIOS partners in the neear
tow
and
d long‐term future.
f

•

Con
ntinue effortts to strengtthen existingg collaborations and devvelop new o
ones amongsst the KIOS re‐
search team and its externaal partners so
o it is betterr able to address challengging scientific and technol‐
ogiccal problemss within the constantly
c
evvolving reseaarch field.

•

Promote effortss for knowleedge and tecchnology tran
nsfer betweeen academiaa and industry, and for the
t
exploitation of research
r
resu
ults.

Future Prospects

pplication do
omains relevvant to KIOS continue to be high priorities in rese
earch and tecch‐
The reseearch and ap
nology agendas, pro
oviding oppo
ortunities fo
or high‐qualitty, global, reesearch collaaboration. Within
W
this co
on‐
text, futture plans fo
or KIOS focuss on ensuringg that the Ce
enter has thee capacity to develop, evolve, and gro
ow
in wayss that enablee its researcch team to respond to emerging reesearch opp
portunities and challenges.
More sp
pecifically in the short‐ and long‐term
m future, KIO
OS will strive to:
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